Antibiotic Resistance in Pristine Environments
==============================================

Emergence and spread of resistance to antibiotics is hampering one of the major achievements of the history of medicine, which is the minimization of the effects of infectious diseases, mostly of those caused by bacteria. Traditionally, it was thought that the selective pressure caused by the overuse and misuse of antibiotics in human medicine and animal husbandry was the major, if not the unique, cause of this occurrence.[@R1] In the last years, the number of evidences about the ubiquity and abundance of antibiotic resistance genes in diverse environments has increased. These studies have shown that there is a great abundance of antibiotic resistance genes (ARG) in many environmental ecosystems barely in contact with human produced and released antibiotics, that suggests an important role of environmental microorganisms as source and reservoirs of resistance genes.[@R2] Thus, a controversial question about microbial resistance origin is whether it is the result of human activity or rather a result of the joint evolution of antibiotic production and antibiotic resistance pathways that evolved during millions of years in the environment, or both.[@R3]^--^[@R5] Indeed, antibiotic resistance seems to be very antique.[@R6] The diversity of resistance determinants in different bacteria is larger in natural environments not contaminated with antibiotic from anthropogenic activities than in human pathogens[@R5] or in environments with anthropogenic influence.[@R7] This seems to indicate the existence of bottlenecks controlling the transfer, spread and stability of antibiotic resistance genes already exiting in nature among bacteria from other biomes.

Many of the antibiotic resistance determinants present in clinical isolates are typically acquired through and located on mobile genetic elements (MGE), allowing their horizontal transfer to other strains (pathogens, commensal or even environmental) or even across bacteria from different taxa. In contrast, antibiotic resistance genes in naturally resistant environmental bacteria are typically mediated by a resistance gene belonging to the cell's core genes. Examples of this type of natural resistance are the chromosomally encoded β-lactamases found in several species of the Enterobacteriaceae,[@R8] many of them colonizing plants and soils, as for example in species of *Rahnella* and *Ewingella*. Such resistance genes are vertically inherited, shared by most isolates of the same species, often encoded by the chromosome and usually immobile. This maintenance and vertical transfer of antibiotic resistance genes in environments with no or very mild long lasting selective pressure appears to have minor fitness costs for the host bacteria than maintenance of and transfer by MGE.[@R9]

But the same genes have been found in pathogens and commensal bacteria of human and animal microbiomes after the introduction in clinics of a given antibiotic. There, the presence of antibiotics will push the selection of the genes either alone or located in the genetic mobile platforms found in pathogens. Usually, conjugation mediated by plasmids has been considered as the main and virtually unique mode of horizontal transfer of antibiotic resistance genes.

How transfer occurs and which are the bottlenecks modulating the transfer of these natural chromosomal and non-mobile genes from environmental bacteria to mobile gene platforms of pathogens remains intriguing.

Bacteriophages: A Potential Vector
==================================

Horizontal transfer among bacteria occurs by one of the three following mechanisms: conjugation, free DNA transformation and transduction through bacteriophages. Phage transduction can be either specialized, when the bacterial DNA adjacent to the prophage attachment site of a temperate bacteriophage is moved to a recipient host cell, or generalized transduction, that accounts for transfer of any gene of the host and can be done by temperate phages, like phage P22 of *Salmonella*, or virulent phages. Experimental detection of generalized transduction by virulent bacteriophages is quite challenging, and this may be the reason of the general thinking that transduction is only carried by temperate bacteriophages. The size of the DNA fragments that can be packaged into a bacteriophage particle is limited by the size of the phage capsid, but can reach upwards of 100 kilobases (kb). Transduction by bacteriophages includes any sort of bacterial DNA, including linear chromosome fragments and all sorts of mobile elements such as plasmids, islands, transposons and insertion elements.[@R10]^,^[@R11] An important characteristic of transduction is that it does not require "donor" and "recipient" cells to be present at the same place or even at the same time.

Recently, the idea that bacteriophage transduction, either specialized or generalized, plays a role in this horizontal gene transfer from environmental to human and animal body associated biomes is gaining momentum. This change in the dominant belief is due to the following lines of indirect evidence; first, bacteriophages have been confirmed as the most abundant beings in many natural environments as oceans, lakes and soil and man-managed environment as for example sewage treatment plants, as well as in human body-associated biomes. In all these ecosystems, concentrations of bacteriophages use to overnumber those of bacteria by a factor most frequently ranging from 1 to 10.[@R12] In many aquatic and terrestrial environments, as well as in body-associated microbiomes,[@R12]^,^[@R13] the concentrations of bacteria and bacteriophages are high enough to guarantee a great frequency of bacteria-bacteriophages encounters that are needed for infection and subsequent transduction to occur. Second, due to the structural characteristics of phages in their extracellular phase they persist quite successfully in the environment and are quite resistant to natural and man generated stressors.[@R14] Most frequently they persist better than their hosts. Some of the families, as for example Siphoviridae, well known for holding phages able to transduce and being among the more abundant in nature, are also among the more resistant to environmental stressors. Their persistence in the environment is also much higher than that of free DNA, which is more sensitive to nucleases, temperature and radiation.

These survival capabilities together with the fact that for transduction donor and recipient bacteria do not need to coincide in space and time make bacteriophages especially suited for gene movement between different biomes.[@R15]

Transduction has so far been considered as a rare event occurring around once every 10^7^--10^9^ phage infections, but recent studies show that transduction might occur at frequencies several orders of magnitudes greater than previously thought.[@R16] With these frequencies and the concentrations of phages and hosts found in many environments, gene transfer by transduction would take place an exceptional number of times per second in any one place.

Certain bacteriophages, known as polyvalent bacteriophages, have been reported to have a wide host range that crosses the boundaries of different taxa, even at the superior levels of taxonomical hierarchy, as for example between *Gammaproteobacteria* and *Betaproteobacteria*.[@R17] Furthermore, transduction has also been described between bacteria belonging to different taxa.[@R18] In addition, similar prophages have been detected in bacteria of different species of *Clostridium* and *Bacillus* spp[@R19] Considering those phages that harbor MGEs, like conjugative plasmids, the polyvalence of some transducing phages would allow the transfer of the plasmids to bacterial hosts that could not be recipients if the transfer would take place by conjugation. This would lead to simultaneous transmission of ARGs and even virulence determinants, commonly found in megaplasmids in vivo.

Metagenomic analysis of viral communities has provided a huge amount of information on the characteristics of the genetic material included in the viral particles that constitute the viral communities of the biomes of natural environments, anthropogenic environments such as wastewater treatments plants, and in the microbial communities associated with human and animal bodies. Bacteriophages are always the major fraction in these viral communities. A very important percentage, up to 50--60%, of the bacteriophage particles detected in all sort of environments contain bacterial genes. There is a clear correlation between the functional composition of viral and cellular metagenomes.[@R20]^,^[@R21] The bacterial DNA seized by the viral particles in a number of biomes, in addition to the bacterial genes implicated in all core cellular functions, contains prophages, MGE,[@R22]^,^[@R23] and integrases, transposases and recombinases.[@R24] All the bacterial genes and genetic elements contained in the viral communities of most biomes studied indicate that both specialized and generalized transductions occur frequently, but also that generalized transduction may predominate. As well, sequences corresponding to antibiotic resistance genes have been detected in the viral communities of the human gut, human lungs and in an activated sludge wastewater treatment plants.[@R23] Moreover, the presence of antibiotics, even at subinhibitory concentrations, has been shown to increase the transfer of MGEs,[@R25] and recently it has been shown that antibiotic treatment increase the number of bacterial antibiotic resistance genes within the phage genome.[@R26] Therapeutic agents can promote the spread of antibiotic resistance genes by causing stress and through activation of the SOS response.[@R25]^,^[@R26]

On the other hand, detection and quantification by qPCR of specific ARG in the bacteriophage populations of different environments indicates that the numbers of these genes are quite high; with values only one order of magnitude lower than the numbers of genes found in the corresponding bacterial populations.[@R27]^,^[@R28] Additionally, DNA extracted from these bacteriophage particles successfully transforms bacteria for antibiotic resistance,[@R27] however, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been possible to detect the transduction of antibiotic resistance determinants using phages partially purified from the different microbial communities studied. This may be due to experimental challenges in the preservation and identification of the potential transductants.[@R29]

And finally, an increasing number of phages induced from pure cultures of lysogenic bacteria, most of them isolated in clinical studies, as well as a few isolated from natural samples, have been reported to transduce ARG.[@R12]^,^[@R18]

All the information summarized in this section reinforces, in our opinion, two ideas. The first one is that bacteriophages play a role much more important than though up to now in horizontal gene transfer in nature, and the second is about the importance of phages in the mobilization and spread of ARG among different microbiomes.

Easing the Bottlenecks
======================

Among the bottlenecks found in the transferability of ARG from natural ecosystems to human bacterial pathogens, the lack of ecological connectivity emerges as the first one[@R30] This concept includes the need of spatial coincidence of microorganisms and the need of concurrence of microbes belonging to the same genetic exchange communities. Bacteriophages can facilitate evading restrictions of spatial concurrence of genes or bacteria from different biomes, as stated earlier, and phages can also enlarge the genetic exchange communities because of the existence of multivalent bacteriophages.

In our opinion, the bacteriophage mediated transfer might be crucial in the mobilization and transfer of chromosomally located ARG of environmental bacteria to human and animal pathogens. Most likely, the incorporation of the environmental ARG in animal and human microbiomes will be through commensal bacteria,[@R31] because of their major abundance. From commensal ARG will move to pathogens belonging to the same genetic exchange community, for example between commensal and pathogenic *Enterobacteriaceae*. Once in a body-associated microbiome, where well-established genetic exchange communities exist, the maintenance and entrance of an ARG in a proficient MGE will need of recombination, point mutation and mobilization and transfer events. By sure, the pressure exerted by antibiotics will favor the process of incorporation of genes in MGE and their permanence in the body-associated microbiomes ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Then, the spread of resistant bacteria from animals to humans and vice versa will play an important role on the spread and maintenance in anthropogenic environments of these genes from environmental bacteria.

![**Figure 1.** Proposed model for mobilization of ARGs from environmental biomes, where there is not a selective pressure by antibiotics, to biomes related to human and animal microbiota. The model proposes phages as the first mechanism for mobilization of ARG from environmental bacteria, where ARG are located in the chromosome, to commensal bacteria or pathogens. After incorporating the ARG, it would continue its mobilization within this biome through other elements (plasmids, transposons or also phages). Mutation of ARG at this stage would explain variations of ARGs found this biome. These ARGs, if they are maintained within the bacteria, and if the bacteria themselves can persist long enough, can plausibly be mobilized back to environmental bacteria. ARG: Antibiotic resistance genes. MGE: mobile genetic element. C: conjugation. T: transformation, BT: bacteriophage transduction.](mge-3-e25847-g1){#F1}

At this point, the questions of whether ARG with an initial chromosomal location in environmental bacteria can return to natural environments, mostly through sewage, and persist there in mobile genetic platforms remains to be elucidated. So far, the general believe was that fitness costs caused by the acquisition of resistance determinants will lead, in the absence of selection, to the loss of the character in the population since resistant bacteria will be outcompeted by the susceptible ones.[@R9] However, some recent information seems to indicate that this may not always be the case.[@R28] In such circumstance, again, the potential role of bacteriophages in the transfer of these antibiotic resistance determinants between different biomes should not be dismissed.
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